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### Comments:

- Field Check 1971
- Dec. EVERYTHING O.k.
- Gale Arthur
- Rogar Knipple

### Rewitness

1. **Corner has been Cemented**
2. **Set 2" Iron Pipe with 3" Brass Cap** Located on South edge Oil
3. **90° Hat Section**
   - Hat Section New 6" 47° Affix Corner Tag on 6" 47° Corner Post.
4. **New Accessory:**
   - Power Pole: 576°E 68.20 feet
   - North Post of Publisher's Paper Sign: 540°E 22.08 feet
   - NE. Corner of GRANT House: 550°W 92.81 finish nail in end of siding

### Comments:

- Corner located ±9 feet South of apparent Centerline Stripe.
- Set Corner at Proportion Point Between East 1/4
- Corner Section 3 289 and Section Corner 29 128

### In the Presence Of:

- A. Duncan RS 793
- Gale Arthur
- George Urey

**Date:** 10-70 **Photo:**

* = County corner tag affixed.